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1. USE OF LOGO 

ERGOCERT HELLAS S.A. (hereinafter "the Certification Body") having signed a Contract with the certified Organization 

and after the successful audit of the Organization Management System, grants the right to the Organization: 

• to use the logo of the Certification Body (the copyright of the logo belongs exclusively to the Certification 

Body) 

• to use the combined logo of the Certification Body and the Accreditation Body, with the terms of use 

described in the present Regulation and in the Regulation for the Use of the National Accreditation Logo 

(ESYD NAL), as it is in force from time to time and is available at the ESYD website (www.esyd.gr). 

 

The Certification Body requires through the written contract signed with the certified Organisations: 

 to comply with the Certification Body’s requirements when referring to their certification status in media, 

such as the internet, brochures and other advertising material or other documents. 

 not make or allow others to make misleading statements regarding their certification, 

 not to use or allow the use of certification documents or part of them in a misleading way, 

 to interrupt the use of advertising material that includes reference to their certification, in case of 

suspension or withdrawal of the certification, 

 to modify all advertising material, when the scope of the certification is being limited, 

 not to allow references to their management system certification in such a way as to imply that the 

certification body certifies a product or service or process, 

 not to imply that their certification also applies to activities and locations outside the scope of certification 

 not to use their certification in a way that discredits the certification body and/or the certification process 

and leads to a loss of public confidence in certification. 

 

The certified Organization must state to the Certification Body whether it intends to use the logo or the combined 

logo. The Certification Body sends by email the original format of the logos that the certified Organization can use. 

Afterwards, the certified Organization must send to the Certification Body samples of all forms (including physical 

and electronic forms and advertising material) on which it intends to use the logo and additionally informs about its 

potential use on the internet or the media. The logo must also be combined and be mentioned in the reference 

Standard for which it has been certified. 

The Certification Body under the responsibility of the Certification Manager, after checking that the logo meet the 

requirements of the present Regulation, approves the use of the above documented information. The approval is 

transmitted by email through the Certification Body and only after the final approval has the certified Organization 

the right to use the logo of the ERGOCERT HELLAS S.A. or the combined logo (of the Certification Body and the 

Accreditation Body). 

 

2. LOGO FORMAT 

The Certification Body logo must be used exclusively in the form sent to the certified Organization without 

modification of color, shape or other type of modification. The dimensions of the logo used on an A4 document is 

not allowed to be larger than 35X20mm, while for use on smaller forms the dimensions are reduced proportionally. 

The combined Logo is used exclusively in the form sent to the certified Organization without any modification (color, 

shape or other type of modification), including cutting out one of the two logos in order to use one of them itself. 
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The dimensions of the logo used on an A4 document is not allowed to be larger than 15X30mm, while for use on 

smaller forms the dimensions are reduced proportionally. The placement of the logo or the combined logo should 

preferably be near the corners of the document. 

The certified Organization is prohibited from affixing the logo or the combined logo on the products, product 

packaging, business cards of its personnel, as well as stating in any way or implying the approval or licensing of the 

marketing of these products, services and processes or their compliance with given specifications, standards, other 

standard documents, etc. 

Any deviation from the above leads to the immediate measures taken by the Certification Body. The Certification 

Manager immediately sends a relevant information letter to the certified Organization, giving instructions for the 

appropriate corrective actions that the certified Organization must take in a specific period of time. Failure to comply 

within the indicated time period may result in the suspension or withdrawal of certification with corresponding 

publication or notification of the Accreditation Body and other competent authorities or even the adoption of legal 

measures. 

In case of suspension or withdrawal of the certification, the Organization is obliged to stop using the advertising 

material that refers to its certification. In case of modification of the scope of certification, respectively, the certified 

Organization is obliged to make a relevant modification of the advertising material, so that certification for activities 

outside the scope of certification is not implied. Finally, the certification may not be used in a way that would 

descredit the Certification Body or the Certification process. 
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